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Bridleways Routes 1-4 around Bromham Parish 

Report of Feedback from residents. 

Oct 2020 

 

Between the  3rd – 5th Oct, using the NDP facebook page, 5 bridleways in the Parish, were described 

using a map along with photographs and a few open questions designed to start a conversation and 

get feedback on the routes. (appendix 1) 

This generated a flurry of responses, engagements and comments, mostly with Route 1a which 

appears to be very popular with residents. (Appendix 2) 

There were a number of common themes arising: 

Safety: Most commonly mention were the slippery cobbles of Route 1a, followed by being overgrown, 

narrow and fallen trees. It appears that both horse riders and cyclist have difficulty traversing the 

cobbled section. 

Links and Connecting Paths: Route 1a is used because it has connections to Chittoe, Spye Park and 

Melksham. Route 2 also popular for its connections to Roundway and Devizes. Route 7 had 

connections to other bridleways, however Route 6 does not link to any other paths or bridleway routes 

and did not appear to be popular for riding.  

Barriers to Use: Not knowing about the path or where it starts or finishes. The condition of path. Route 

6 was described as boggy and not suitable for cycling and horse riding, mostly used for walking with 

dog. Route 1a described as overgrown and slippery, with fallen trees. Route 2 can be rutted. 

Use of Routes: The majority of respondents did not mention what they used the route for, so we 

assume a mixture of horse riding, cycling and walking. Dog walking and running was also mentioned 

by respondants. 

Frequency of use: The majority of respondent did not indicate frequency of use. Where commented 

on , weekly was the most mentioned. This could fit with horse riding and cycling as a weekend 

exercise/pastime. Some respondents had used the paths many years ago and some never, but would 

now like to. 

Value of Routes:  Route 1a was by far the most commented upon Route. It was a definite favourite 

and loved by respondents, despite the barriers. It brought back memories for some from their past, it 

conjured up history, it was loved for the present day access to further bridleways, connections and 
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longer rides. Route 2 was also a favourite and respondents took pleasure from the natural topography, 

the views and its connections. It was also a great circular route out within the Parish. 

In summary: 

The bridleways are used for all purposes, walking, cycling and horseriding and frequently. They are 

used for connections to longer rides and for the enjoyment of the natural surroundings. There are 

issues with small sections of the most popular route (Route 1a), and some are not used at all by 

cyclists. Respondent value the routes for exercise, memories, views and natural environment. 
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Appendix 1-NDP Facebook Posts 

Bridleways 

a) Route 1 (Brom1a Stoney Lane) 

Is this a favourite with you? 

Would you recommend this? 

How does it link with your ride? 

 

   

 

b) Route 2 (BROM51, BROM52 & BROM53 Netherstreet  to Roundway and back) 

How often would you ride this? 

What do you like about this route? 

 

 

 

c) Route 3 (Brom59, Brom60 &Brom86 Westbrook to Chittoe) 

Does this link into a longer ride? 

What are the best bits about this route? 

Is it ride-able for both cyclist and horses? 
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d) Route 6 (Brom44 The A342 Horselane farm to Durlett) 

 

How often would you use this route? 

Is it one of your favourites and why? 

 

  

   

 

e) Route 7 (Brom42 from Brick Hill to Rowd18) 

 

Is this route navigable easily by bike or horse? 

How does it fit with a longer ride? 

How much do yu enjoy this ride? 

any other comments? 
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Appendix 2-summary of feedback 

Uses and frequency of use only recorded when mentioned by respondents in their comments.  

a) Route 1 (Brom1a Stoney Lane) 

People Reached 473  engagements 301  comment 42  

Used for: 

Horse Riding 7  Bike Riding 1  Walking 3 

Frequency of use: 

Never 3 Used to 2 Once2       Infrequent 3        Monthly 1       Weekly 

Themes: 

‘At the top turn left and a little way along the main road is the track down to Chittoe Mill xx’ 

‘it is the only way we can get from Bromham to Chittoe in relative safety on horseback - a true old 

cobbled horse track - love it 🙂’ 

‘found the cobbles a little slippery but very pleasant route’ 

‘villagers did a super job clearing the lane a year or so ago. The cobbles are lethal, on foot or on horse 

so take care. It is a great ride though.’ 

‘I use to ride this route and had wonderful rides around Chittoe and Spye Park.’ 

‘The cobbles are lethal,in addition there are fallen trees at the moment’ 

‘Prefer to go up rather than down as it can be very slippery in damp weather.’ 

‘Love this route, though very slippery and overgrown, but guess that adds to the charm. Use it about 

once a month’ 

‘I love this path.’ 

‘Loved this route the last time I did it, not done it in ages because its overgrown and slippy! But 

definitely a good ride!’ 

‘Not such a favorite because impossible to cycle up or down over cobbles. Used to connect to longer 

rides to Chittoe and onto Melksham or Lacock.’ 

‘Walked up & down stoney lane many a time when I was younger & lived in Bromham’ 

‘My late Father and Forefathers walked there also my sons’ 

 

 

b)  Route 2 (BROM51, BROM52 & BROM53 Netherstreet  to Roundway and back)  

People Reached  279  engagements 80  comments 8 

Used for: 

Horse Riding 4  Bike Riding 1  Walking 2 

Frequency of use: 
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Never  Used to  Once       Infrequent 1         Monthly        Weekly 3 

Themes : 

‘Now this one is my favourite - the only way (that I know of) to get from Bromham on your horse up to 

the Roundway Downs, ride as much as possible,’ 

‘so wonderful once you are up on the top and galloping across the 'rollercoaster' Much better than 

having to hack on the roads round here - so dangerous 🙁’ 

‘weather dependent just because the track up becomes unusable at times, especially during the 

winter.’ 

‘One of my favourites, even if the map boards put up when Leonards fenced it all off tried to wipe 51 

off the map.’ 

‘Love this route!Is a favourite ride in the summer, probably would do it once a week/fortnight. 

Love the views and the gallops!’ 

‘great views at the top and great canters. Shame the track up gets so rutted.’ 

‘Run the foot path Netherstreet over to Roundway village and back many times’ 

‘Use this bridleway to connect to a longer off road bike circuit. From Bromham along canal to Devizes, 

up to Roundway and then back to Bromham down the bridleway. brilliant views from Olivers Castle’ 

 

 

c) Route 3 (Brom59, Brom60 &Brom86 Westbrook to Chittoe) 

People Reached  187  engagements29  comments 1 

Used for: 

Horse Riding  Bike Riding  Walking 1 

Frequency of use: 

Never  Used to  Once       Infrequent         Monthly        Weekly 

Themes : 

‘Not something I have tried on a bike because it is mostly ploughed fields and waterlogged grass fields. 

(I have walked the route). Maybe more suited to horses and riders.’ 

 

d) Route 6 (Brom44 The A342 Horselane farm to Durlett) 

People Reached 273    engagements 48  comments 7 

Used for: 

Horse Riding 2  Bike Riding   Walking/Run 6 

Frequency of use: 

Never 1  Used to 1 Once       Infrequent         Monthly        Weekly 3 
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Themes : 

‘love this path as see lots of wildlife around the wood.’ 

‘Occasionally used for dog walking, not great for horse riding as there is a cattle grid to dodge and it 

comes out on a very busy road at the bends. Doesn’t connect with any other bridleways’ 

‘I tried to run this from the rowde end last year but couldn't find the start of it and didn't want to walk 

where I shouldn't! Haven't tried this year because of that’ 

‘Not tried to cycle this one as it soon changes to grass fields and lots of gates. OK for dog walking.’ 

‘Used it for walking/ running dog walking’ 

‘I use this one a lot but gets very boggy in Winter’ 

‘Used it to walk dog , also found it boggy’ 

 

e) Route 7 (Brom42 from Brick Hill to Rowd18) 

People Reached  112    engagements 10  comments 1 

Used for: 

Horse Riding 1  Bike Riding  Walking 1 

Frequency of use: 

Never  Used to  Once       Infrequent         Monthly        Weekly 1 

Themes: 

‘Used frequently several times a week. Great route which connects to other bridleways.’ 

 


